
Studio Mad Lib #1
Write down words below, then turn the page and read the story! Tip: Play by yourself or 
with a friend. 
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How to Survive an Art School Critique
Studio Mad Lib # 1

Art school can be                             , especially when it comes to critique time. 

Whether it’s an in class critique with your                             , a studio visit with

                             or a                              with a panel of strangers, critiques are 

emotionally                             . By taking some steps to be prepared and re-

maining                              yet                             , the critique process can be less 

painful.

1. Have something to                             . When you’re scheduled for a critique, 

make sure you are prepared with work to present. It doesn’t go over well 

when you have a scheduled critique and no                             .

2. Have an idea of what you want to say about your                             . Whether 

you write down some bullet points on a                              or keep some 

thoughts in your mind, having an idea of what you want to                             

     beforehand will help begin discussion.

3. Stand by your                             . If you’ve made                              for a spe-

cific reason, explain them if the concept is not coming across clearly, don’t 

just allow people to convince you you’re                              are                              

     if they’re not.

4. Remain open minded and try not to                             . It can be difficult to 

hear people                              your work, but remember to listen to reac-

tions and                             . They can help you further develop the piece 

and make it more successful.

5. Don’t listen to EVERYTHING                              says. Just becase                              

     tells you to change the color or                              of something doesn’t  

mean you have to. From the                              you get, pick and choose 

which ones appeal to you and make any alterations to those                              

     as they apply to your work and process.

6.                              , or have someone take notes for you. Critiques can be 

                             and it is easy to forget                              of artists, suggestions 

and                              people say.

7.                             .

8. After the critique is over, take some time to think about what was                  . 

Talk about it with someone if you need to vent, sort out your thoughts, or 

celebrate.
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